Bonus Clues

*Escape From Mr. Lemoncello’s Library #1*

**Nonsensical Title Puzzle:** This book is about the adventures of a boy named Max who is sent to bed without any supper. It is written by Maurice Sendak.

**Hidden Word Puzzle:** In the dark about where to look? Well, hang in there! Although the word is posted up high, “above all” is where YOU need to be in order to see it.

**Rebus Puzzle:** The rebus puzzle is on the wall near the door to the Historical Records Room. Larry is the name of the missing Stooge.

**Puzzle Box Puzzle:** Use one of the library catalog computers to search for “puzzle books” or “I Spy.” Look at the Call Number for each of the results until you find one that is mostly or all numerical. The three numbers before the decimal point is the combination to the chest.

**Caption Challenge:** You’ll find the four funny pictures posted on the wall near the newspapers upstairs.

**Sock Puzzle:** This puzzle really keeps you on your toes! First, stand on tippy-toes for a count of three. Then jump as high as you can. Excellent! Now, wiggle the toes of your left foot. Pretend its wearing a yellow sock. Next, wiggle the toes of your right foot. Pretend its wearing a gray sock. How many more socks will you need to take out of the drawer before you have a matching pair of either yellow or gray socks?

**Hidden Book Puzzle:** The book you’re looking for is actually a box that has been made to look like a book with a dark brown cover. It’s on one of the lower shelves.

**“&” Phrases Puzzle:** Look for the puzzle sheet on the wall near the entrance to a non-motorized way to go Up.

**Scrambled Words Puzzle:** Type the author’s name into a library catalog computer to pull up a list of her books featuring a Scaredy animal that is not a cat. This will provide you with the answer to the first scrambled word.

**Rewritten Book Title Puzzle:** Each page instructs the reader to interact in a specific way with the book – with magical results. It is written by Herve Tullet.